Many public primary school buildings were built in high economic growth period in Japan. These buildings have some defects in building frames or concrete. These are difficult to reconstruct because of financial reasons and administrative affection so on. It is needless to say, appropriate maintenance plan and design for school buildings are necessary, also it is necessary to survey and evaluate present conditions of the buildings.
Many public primary school buildings were built in high economic growth period in Japan. These buildings have some defects in building frames or concrete. These are difficult to reconstruct because of financial reasons and administrative affection so on. It is needless to say, appropriate maintenance plan and design for school buildings are necessary, also it is necessary to survey and evaluate present conditions of the buildings.
In this study, field survey was carried out on public primary school buildings built from 1970 th to the middle of 1980 th . Evaluate to these buildings for the way which based on the result of the investigation. In addition, importance is revalued to it, and influence in the repair work plan. According to these attempts, confirmed the influence of importance in the repair work plan.
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